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I blew the cover of this event back in May of 2020, showing it was yet another play staged by
Intelligence as part of their ever expanding promotion of race wars.  I followed up a few months later
showing the trial of Derek Chauvin was an obvious fake.  But that hasn't stopped them from promoting
this fraud up to the present time.  Last week Chauvin was allegedly attacked in jail.  This was meant to
confirm he was actually there.  Unfortunately, today it was reported by the alternative press that his
attacker just happened to be John Turscak, a known FBI informant.  So their cover is blown again, this
time by themselves.  He previously was allegedly a member of the Mexican Mafia in LA, but flipped
on them, leading to the indictment of 40 of his fellow gang members.  I think the story is completely
made up and that Turscak is nothing more than an FBI actor.  But even if the story is true, it means he
wasn't a gang member, he was an infiltrator.  Which means he was some kind of G-man in that event as
well.  Not an informant, an agent.  

We know the Floyd event was staged since the black guy in the pics and videos from that day isn't even
Floyd.  He is way too short.  We also know because Chauvin's trial was a complete fraud.  Nothing
made any sense, indicating Chauvin was an actor and that the whole thing was staged, both the event
and the trial.  So we already know this attack in jail was staged as well.  Chauvin has never been in jail
for a second, so it would be hard for him to be attacked there.  This just proves that again, since
Turscak is such an obvious agent.  I can't believe they didn't hire an actor outside the agency for this
part, or one whose connections weren't so easy for researchers to dig out.  They have already stacked
all the comments sections on this with people pretending to go halfway in.  They admit it is damning
for the FBI, but fail to see it is more clear evidence of a fake.  

Here's another way we know this is fake.  To telegraph this event, they recently moved Chauvin from
maximum security in Minnesota to medium security in Arizona.  Why would they do that?  To set you
up for this event.  You are supposed to think that either 1) the lower security allowed this to happen, 2)
it was a set-up, and Chauvin was sent there specifically to get attacked.  But the answer as usual is door
number three: Chauvin was never in jail in either state.  This whole story is just on paper.  

Also strange is that I could find no pictures of Turscak on any search engines.  A couple of pictures of a
small black man came up on the searches, but he was not anywhere near 52 years of age.  Plus, when I
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took those links the photos were not there.  They had either been removed or were never there.  Which
brings us to this obvious question: why would a small black man be in a Hispanic gang in Los
Angeles?  The blacks and Hispanics in LA don't even like eachother.  Besides, if Turscak were really a
known informant, responsible for many indictments of his fellow gang members, it is not Chauvin's life
that would be worthless in jail, it would be Turscak's.  

Also strange is that they are admitting this gang member represented himself in previous court
proceedings.  Really?  Is he an attorney?  Does he have a law degree?  Remember, the state has to
assign you an attorney, for free if you can't afford one, so there is absolutely no reason for this guy to
try to represent himself.  So that is also a signal this is fake.  

So let's do a search on this John Turscak.  At Instantcheckmate we find him listed as 51, not 52, which
means he may have died last year and they are using him here for that reason.  They don't even have to
pay him, you see.  He is just a name they pulled out of the files.  Next, we see that he doesn't have
Tucson on his locations list.  Strange, since prison files are among the easiest for the big computers to
pull up, since they are government files.   

Los Angeles again confirms a possible actor.  Stella is listed as 71 or 77, which indicates his mother.
She is also from Henderson, NV, again possibly indicating Intelligence.  John's father isn't listed on his
page, but we find a Matthew Turscak on Stella' page.  But at age 45, he appears to be John's brother.
So no father named Turscak is listed.  Michelle Polisano is apparently his sister.  She is married to
Jason Polisano, formerly of Chicago.  Jason's father is Joe Polisano of MI.  A possible father or father-
in-law is Mike Gutierrez, 93, of Silver City, NM.  Findagrave says he died at age 84.  He's obviously
Hispanic, so that may be our Hispanic link here.   

We find Stella Della Turscak at Findagrave, with an empty listing.  But we do find a stone, which tells
us John's father was John E. Turscak, Sr., of the Marines.  He and Stella are buried in Veterans
Memorial Cemetery in Nevada.  Taking that info back to Instantcheckmate, we do find the father, 75,
but his listing has been scrubbed of locations and relatives.  Just the dreaded i, possibly indicating
Intelligence.  

Do we find anything interesting on the Turscaks at LinkedIN?  We do.  We find them coming from
Austria/Slovenia, which is the same thing we saw recently with Andy Warhol.  Not only that but they
specifically come from Skofja Loka, the Prince-Bishopric of Freising, later the Duchy of Carniola,
owned by the Habsburgs.  Not a lot of black people there, so I'm guessing John Sr. was white.  
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That is the coat of arms of the archduchy of Carniola, with the requisite Phoenix on its flame tail.

And here's where it goes completely off the rails. At LinkedIN we find a John Turscak, looks about the
right age except he is white and works at Saks Fifth Avenue in Las Vegas.  Now, if we take that back to
Instantcheckmate, we seem to find him, John C. Turscak of Las Vegas, no age, but for one thing: he
has the same relatives and CA locations as the one above, age 51, from California.      

So either Instantcheckmate has conflated these two guys, or there is no black/Hispanic John Turscak.
That would explain why we don't get a pic of him in the mainstream stories.  This white John Turscak
cannot be the one in jail in Tucson, which means Instantcheckmate has no listing for our Turscak at all,
in prison or out of it.  He is a ghost.  

That second listing has a Linda Baca.  Who is she?  She appears to be the wife or daughter of John
Turscak, since she is aka Turscak.  Baca is a Hispanic name, so that could be another connection.  
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Finally, let's look him up at that Federal Prison in Tucson.  He is there, no middle initial, which is
strange; but he is listed as white.  So that brings up many questions: 1) Why was he in a Mexican
Mafia?  2) Who is the black guy that comes up on a search for Derek Chauvin attacker?   3) Why don't
the computers know Turscak is in that prison in Tucson?  4) Why would a white prisoner use the Black
Hand symbol or choose to do this on Black Friday?  5) Why no pictures of this guy more than a week
later?  They shouldn't have to dig for photos, right: he should have a mugshot and prison shot.  6) Why
would a white guy be attacking Chauvin?  You would expect his attacker to be a black prisoner,
wouldn't you?   They obviously want you to think he is, but he isn't.  This makes it more likely the only
John Turscak is the guy we found in LinkedIN in Las Vegas, since Instantcheckmate indicates he is.
There is no other John Turscak that fits his profile in the US.  Once again indicating this is all fake,
existing just on paper.  

Just to be sure I wasn't missing something, I did the same search at Intelius, and got a hit in Arizona on
a John Turcsak, 46.  Wrong age and wrong spelling, and his locations are Phoenix, not Tucson.  So that
appears to go nowhere as well.  

So, to repeat, it appears the John Turscak listed by the computers is the white guy in Las Vegas that has
a LinkedIN profile, working at Saks.  It seems he can't be our man since he has no links to Tucson and
does not look like a gang member.  However, I point out it is strange he does have links to Los
Angeles, including Hacienda Heights and La Puente—since that is near East LA, where these gangs
come from.  Those would be convenient locations for a white agent working projects in that area.  Also
that he just happens to be the right age, being listed as 51 while the one in Tucson prison is said to be
52. Turscak's LinkedIN page is also a bit strange, since although he is older it only lists the one
company he has worked for.  Not the usual.  His Top Voice is Ariana Huffington, also a bit strange,
especially considering that Turscak comments often at LinkedIN, and most of his comments are about
praying or against Democrats.  He is a big supporter of Tim Tebow.  I don't know anyone that likes
both Huffington and Tebow.  Make of it what you will.  

Ten days later and we now get that picture coming up on a search for John Turscak.  But again, if we
take the link, the photo is not there.  So they want you to think this guy is real, but when you dig you
get nothing.  In any case, that is not what we would expect of a photo of this guy.  We would expect a
booking photo or prison photo, and that is neither.  Looks more like a passport photo.  
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